Unlimited Subscription for Teachers

HMH Coachly™ gives teachers ownership over their professional learning schedule with unlimited access to a dedicated instructional coach online via the Ed™ platform. Whether they need support on program implementation, classroom management, or differentiated instruction, their HMH coach will be there every step of the way.

Teacher-driven Professional Growth
Coachly gives teachers support when and where they need it with unlimited virtual coaching sessions and messaging on HMH Ed.

Thoughtfully-matched Instructional Coaches
Coachly pairs each teacher with a highly-trained, certified coach who has relevant subject area and classroom experience.

Evidence-based Coaching Framework
Coachly’s approach is grounded in proven teaching strategies and promotes a unified teaching culture.

The HMH Coaching Experience
What teachers are saying:

- 98% gain new instructional strategies to try in their classrooms
- 91% can immediately apply what they’ve learned in their classrooms
- 97% gain knowledge and strategies that will help them become better teachers

Create a Shared Learning Experience

Bring the Coachly experience to the whole team with in-person instructional coaching days. Benefits of adding coaching days include:

- A dedicated HMH instructional coach who works with educators either 1:1 or as a team.
- Collaboration to establish a common goal through HMH’s Coaching Framework.
- Concrete learning to address school-wide challenges.

Ready to begin your coaching journey?
Contact your AE today to get started!
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